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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers ~J Mathematics with Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publishers, which we judge to be of potential interest o our readers. Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review 
of it as such. We welcome our readers' comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers hould 
submit books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
E2Tccti~itll Functions in Social Choice. By J. Abdou and H. Keiding. Kluwer Acads~c Publishers Group. Dcx- 
drecht, The Netherlands. (1991). 198 pages. $88.00 (U.S.) £47.00 (U.K.) Dfl. 135.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. The structure of effectivity functions. 3. Stability. 4. Implementation. 5. Implemen- 
tation in strong Nash equilibrium. 6. Exact and strong consistency. 7. Implementation i  coalition proof Nssh 
equilibrium. 8. Other effectivity functions. 9. Value of effectivity functions. 
The Ps~choloow ofMenu Selection: Desloniuo Cooniti~e Control of the Human/Com,uter Interface. By Kent L. 
Norms.  Ablex Publishing Corporation, Norwood, NJ. (1991). 350 pages. $65.00 (Inst.) $35.00 (Pen.). 
Contents: 
I. The theory and implementation f menu selection systems. 1. Introduction to the theory of control at the 
h,~rnA~/computer interface. 2. Types of menus and cognitive structures. 3. Tasks and flow of control. 4. Cognitive 
dements of menu selection. II. Design guidelines from empirical research. 5. Research issues and methods in menu 
selection. 6. Formatting and phrasing the menu. 7. Performance, acquisition, and t r~a~g methods. 8. Depth 
versus breadth of hierarchical menu trees. 9. Sem~.h belmvior in hierarchical mcmu structures. 10. Rapid ac~_ces~__ 
menus. III. Implementation and ewduntion of mc~u systems. 11. Clustering of menus. 12. Prototyping and 
evaluation of menu selection systems. 13. The future of menu selection. References. Appendix: che~irllat for menu 
design with croes-references to sections in the text. 
Eucntials o I Lollic Programming. By Christopher John Hogger. Oxford University Press, New York, NY, (1991). 
299 pages. $65.00 (cloth) $35.00 (paper). 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. Background. 2. Overview. 3. First-order logic. 4. Clansal-form logic. 
5. Problem solving. 6. The Herbrand o~i~,  7. Resolution. 8. Programming with SLD-resointion. 9. Semantics of 
definite programs. 10. TrAnlforming and completing programs. 11. Programming with finite failure. 12. Verifying 
progrAmi~ 13. Answe~-s to exercises. 
The C Programmer'a Companion. By R.S. Jones. Silicon Press, Summit, NJ. (1991). 157 pages. $19.95. 
Contents: 
Preface 1. Introduction. 2. Character manipulation. 3. Localization. 4. Mathematical functions. 5. J,imps 
& s/gnals. 6. Variable vumher of arguments. 7. Input/output. 8. Utility functions. 9. Strings. 10. Date L, time. 
Bibliography. 
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IrJormation in the Brain. A Moleceiar Pernectiee. By Ira B. Black. MIT Press, Cembridge, MA and London, 
P.n~lm~d. (1991). 225 pages. $30.00. 
Contents: 
Introduction: Problems and questions. I. A general introduction to communicative symbols. 2. A general 
introduction to a spe~ilc synapse: Definitions and explanations. 3. The molecules: Tr . . . .  itters as prototypes. 
4. From molecule to brain function and behavior. 5. Combinatori~l strategies at the synapse. 6. Molecules and 
modularity of brain function. 7. Molecules and systems: Trophlc intersctlons. 8. Modulsrity of brain ftmo- 
tion: Psychologic, anatomic, and molecular dome|ha. 9. Symbols and regulatory biology. 10. Symbols, self, and 
subjectivity. 
An~llleia o] Algorithms nd Dst~ Structures. By Lech Banachowski, Antoni ~ ,  and Wojciech Rytter. 
Addison-Wesley Puhli~hln~ Company, Reading, MA. (1991). 300 pages. $36.75. 
Contents: 
1. Aigorithma nd their properties. 2. Probabilistic AnAlysis of algorithm~. 3. Optimality comdder~iom in
data structures--Part I. 4. Optimality considerations in data structures--Part H. 5. Red~in~ the complexity 
by ~malysis of algorithms--Part I. 6. Reducing the complexity by analysis of algorithrrm--Part II. 7. ,tnalysie of 
parallel algorithms. 
Fo#ndation, of Integer Prollrsmming. By Harvey M. Salkl, and Kamlesh Mathur. North-Holland, New York, 
Anmterdam, London. (1991). 755 pages. $58.75. 
Contents: 
Preface: 1. Introduction to integer programming. 2. Review of linear p rogrammi~ 3. Using linear pro- 
gr~mmlng to solve integer programs. 4. Dual fractional integer pmgrammlng. 5. Dual fractional rniffied integer 
programming. 6. Dual all-integer integer progrmmning. 7. Primal all-integer programmln~+ 8. Branch and bound 
enumeration. 9. Search enumeration. 10. Partitionln~ in mixed integer programmi-~. 11. Group theory in integer 
programming. 12. The knapsack problem. 13. The set covering problem, the set partitionin~ problem. 14. The 
fixed charge problems: The plant location problem and fixed charge transportation problem. 15. The trav~l|n~ 
salemnan problem. 
Comv,ttationsl RecreationJ in Msthematic~. By ]]an Vardi. Addison-Wesley Publ|ahi~g Company, Redwood City, 
CA. (1991). 286 pages. $24.75. 
Contents: 
I. Elegant programs in mathematicao 1. An algebraic method in mathematica programmln v. 2. F_d~cient 
mathematica progranm. 3. Conclusion. II. Digital computing. 1. The digits of 2 n in base three. 2. Application 
to binomial coefficients. 3. Siven rmmhers. IXI. The calendar. 1. The calendar as a nmnber system. 2. Pesi- 
tional n-tuber systems. 3. Mixed radix representations. 4 Generalizing to lists. 5. Rules for some caJmulm~. 
6. Implementation of the calendars. IV. Searchln~ for numbers. 1. Binomial coefficients. 2. A c l~  of solutions. 
3. Computing binomial coefficients. 4. Binomial- modulo an integer. ~. The search method. V. How not to use 
mathmnatica. 1.Are all Euclid o,,mhem equarefree? 2.PowerMod to the rescue. 3. American scionce. 4. Widedch. 
VI. The n-quee~ problem. 1. PermAnents. 2. Toroidal temiqnsens. 3. Determinants ,rod permanents. VII. The 
3z -I- 1 problem. 1. UainE some ideas of Terras. 2. The algorithm. 3. The program. VIII. The Reimmm zeta 
function. 1. The distribution of primes. 2. A more pedeatrian appUca~io~l of ~. 3. The Euler-Maclanrln for,~d,L 
4. Khinchln's constant. IX. The vm~inE time of TAK. 1. The low¢~ hound. 2. Asymptotics of the lower bound. 
3. The r~mnin$ time of TAK U. 4. The x~m~i,g time of TAKz. X. The condom problem~ 1. The work of Hsjmd 
and Lov&sz. 2. The algorithm. 3. The general case. 4. Lower bounds. A. Answe~ to exercises B. Glmaary of 
functions. 
Explorin9 Mathem~ticJ with M~themati¢6. By Theodore W. Gray and Jerry Glynn. Addlson-Wesley Publishing 
Company, Redwood City, CA. (190I). 535 pages. (A CD-Rom d[,lc, compatible with any audio CD player and 
Macintosh, MS-Des, and Unix CD-Rom drives, is included in this book.) $29.02. 
Contents: 
I. Getting used to mathematica. 1 An introduction. 2. Cons~tency, and why you want it. II. Nestllst, nestllat, 
nestUst. 3. Many sin functions make a square function. 4. Findln~ gold in continued fractions. 5. I ^ I ^  I. 6. If I 
have seen far it is becanse I climbed a tree. 7. Bifurcations forever. 8. Fractals when least expected. HI. Sound and 
graphics. 9. Plotting and graphics. 10. Two-dlmensional graphics, differently. 11. Three-dlmmmional gralddcs, 
differently. 12. Density plots. 13. Maldng posters. 14. Fourier for sound. 15. The ammting constantly rising tons. 
16. What sound is that function in the window? IV. Adventures in mathematics. 17. Factos~eg z A n -- 1: So yon 
thl ,k 100 cases is enough? 18. The square root of Beethoven, and other really big n-mhm-s. 19. Complex maim, 
or how to malta a tangled mess. 20. The gM~*t chapter. 21. Mathematica for young people ages 7, yes 7, and up. 
V. For teachcn and students. 22. High school math. 23. College math. Appendix A. NicerFourier.m. Appendix 
B. ComplexMapPlot.m. Appendix C. IteratedMappinp.m. Appendix D. InequalityPlot~n. Appendix P. Making 
posters. Appendix V. Visiting professors and authors' biographies. 
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Parellel Loeic Proorammino. By Evan Tick. MIT Press, Cmnhridge, MA and London, England. (1991). 480 
pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. 1. Some pr~fm~ties. 2. Parallelism and concurrency. 3. Measuring parallel perform,race. 
II. Prolog and FGCH. 1. Prolog. 2. Flat guarded horn clauses. 3. P rogrA~|~ style. 4. Architectures. 5 Sum- 
mary. HI. Srn~ll programs. 1. Appending. 2. Reversing. 3. Sorting 4. Ste~-kln~ and queuelng. 5. Filtering. 
6. Snmmm-y. IV. More am,d] programs. 1. Permuting And cnrnhinin~ 2. Mer~j'n[. 3. S-mmA W. V. N-queens. 
1. Prolog versions. 2. FGHC versions. 3. Single and multiple solution search. 4. Discussion. ~. Snrnrnm, y. 
VI. Isomorphic trees and NAND circuits. 1. Isomorphic trees. 2. NAND-gate circuit designer. VIL Triangle and 
mMterm;nd. VIII. Zebra, salt and mustard. IX. Instant insanity and turtles. X. Puzzle and waltz. XI. Semlgroup 
and Pascal's triangle. XII. Bestpath. 1. Johnson-Dijkstra in prolog. 2. How not to program in FGHC. 3. Dijkstra'a 
algorithm with an active heap. 4. Monitor evaluation. 5. Distributed nearest neighbors. 6. Mergers revisited. 
7. Partitioned Moore. 8. Discussion and mmmusry. XIII. SnrnmAry ~ ¢C~lC]usions. 1. progrmlnrn;nf tedmlqnes. 
2. How easy was it to write these programs? 3. Empirical results. 4. Directions in parallel logic programming. 
Appendix A. Aurora and panda instruction sets. Appendix B. progrm~rnin~ projects. Appendix C. Glossary. 
Knapsack Problems, Algorithms and Computer Implementations. By Silvano Martello and Paolo Toth. John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., Chichester, England and New York, NY. (1991). 296 pages. (IBM PC alalr included). 
$110.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction. 1. What are knapsack problems? 2. Terminology. 3. Computational complexity. 4. Lower 
and upper bounds. IL 0-1 Knapsack problems. 1. Introduction. 2. Relaxations and upper hounds. 3. Improved 
bounds. 4. The greedy algorithm 5. Brmxch-and-bound al~orlthnm. 6. Dynamic progrA,----,;,~-- algorlth,---~ 7. Re- 
duction algorithms. 8. Approxin~te algorithms. 9. Exa~-t algorithmn for larb, e-size problems. 10. Computational 
experiments. 11. Facets of the knapsack polytope. 12. The multiple-choice knapsack problem. HI. Bounded knap- 
sack problem. 1. Introduction. 2 Transformation into a 0-1 knapsack problem. 3. Upper bounds and approYiraAte 
algorithrn~. 4. Exact a~orithm~. 5. Computational experiments. 6. A special case: The unbounded 
problem. IV. Subset-sum problem. 1. Introduction. 2. Exact algorithmR. 3. ApproximAte algoritbmL 4. Com- 
putational experiments. V. Change-m,drin~ problem. 1. Introduction. 2. Lower bounds. 3. Greedy algorithm*. 
4. When the greedy algorithm solves c.lasses of knapsack problems. 5. Exact algorithms. 6. An exact algorithm for 
large-size problesns. 7. Computational experiments. 8 The bounded change-making problem. VI. 0-1 Multiple 
knapsack problem. 1. Introduction. 2 Relaxations and upper bounds. 3. Greedy algorithms. 4. Exact algorlthmJt. 
5. Reduction algorlthmn~ 6.Approximate algorithm~. 7. Computational experiments. VII. Generalized a~inm*,-t 
problem. 1. Introduction. 2. Relaxations and upper bounds. 3. Exact algorithms. 4. ApproYinmte algorithm=. 
5. Reduction algorithms. 6. Computational experiments. VIII. Bin-packing problem. 1. Introduction. 2.A brief 
outline of approximate algorithmA, 3. Lower bounds. 4. Reduction algorithms. 5. Exact algorithma. 6. Com- 
putational experiments. Appendix A.1 Introduction. A.2 0-1 Knapsack problem. A.3 Bounded and unbounded 
knapsack problem. A.4 Subset-sum problem. A.5 Bounded and unbounded ch&nge-mJdc|n~ problem. A.6 0-1 
Multiple knapsack problem. A.7 Generalized assignment problem. A.8 Bin-pa~kln~ problem. 
Fo•nd=tions of Coding~ Theorjl ~ Applic=tions of Error-Correcting Codes with =n Introduction to Cr~lptographW 
and Information Theo~l. By Jil~ AdAmek. John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, England and New York, NY. (1991). 
336 pages. £39.80. 
Contents: 
I. Coding and information theory. 1. Coding and decoding. 2. Hutfman codes. 3. Data compression and 
entropy. 4. Reliable commtmlcation through un~liable channels. II. Error-correcting codes. 5. Binary lineex 
codes. 6. Groups and standard arrays. 7. Linear algebra. 8. Linear codes. 9. Reed-Muller codes: Weak codes 
with easy decoding. 10. Cyclic codes. 11. Polynomials and finite fields. 12. BCH codes: Strong codes ~ ing  
multiple rrors. 13. Fast decoding of BCI-I codes. 14. Convolutional codes. III. Cryptography. 15. Cryptography. 
Appendix A. Galois Fields. Appendix B. BCH codes and Reed-Muller codes. 
The Troweling S41esman Problem TA Guided Tour o] Combinatorial Optimizatio,L Edited by E. L. Lawler, J. K. 
Lenetra, A. H. G. Ftln•ooy Kan, and D. B. Schmoys. John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, England and New York, 
NY. (1991). 473 pages. $99.00. 
Contents: 
1. History (A. J. HoffraAn~ p. Wolfe). 2. Motivation and mod~lln~ (It. S. Garfinkel). 3. Computational 
complexity (D. S. Johnson, C. H. Papadlmltriou. 4. Well-solved special cases (P. C. Gilmore, E.L. Lawler, D. 
B. Shmoys). 5. Performance guarantees for heuristics (D. S. Johnson, C. H. Paparl|mltriou). 6. Prol:~bllistlc 
analysis of heuristics (R. M. Karp, J. M. Steele). 7. Empirical ,m,dysis of heuristics (B. L. Golden, W. R. 
Stewart). 8. Polyhedral theory (M. Gr~tschel, M. W. Padberg). 9. Polyhedral computations (M. W. Padberg, M. 
Gr6tschel). 10. Branch and bound methods (E. BalM, P. Toth). 11. Hamiltonian cycles (V. Chv,ttal). 12. Vehicle 
routing (N. Christofides). 
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Emergent Cora~sta~ion. F_~ted by Stephmde Fort-est. M1T Press, Cambridge, MA and London, Englmad. (19@1). 
452 pages. $32.50. 
Contents: 
1. Emergent computation: self-org~i,~in~; collective, and cooperative phenomena in natural and artificial 
computing networks. Introduction to the Proceedings ofthe Ninth Annual CNLS Conference (S. Forint). 2. Com- 
put~tlen of the edge of chaos: Phase tr~--;~om And emergent computattien (C. G. l.m~b'ten). 3. The performance 
of cooperative processes (B. A. Huheaman). 4. Collective behavior of predictive agents (J. O. Keph~,  T. Hogg 
and B. A. Huheamum). 5. Toward dlagno~k as an emergent behavior in a network ecosystem (R. A. Maxion). 
6. The c~nplex bchsvior of simple machines (11. M,-~hl;,~ and Q. F. Stout). 7. Computer arlth,~tlc, chsm and 
fractsis (J. Pahnore and Ch. Herring). 8. The coreworld: Emergence and evolution of cooperntive structures in 
a computstional chemistry (S. lIM~,,qen, C. Knudsen, R. Feldberg and M. Hindsho]m). 9. R e q ~  for 
evo lv~ty  in complex systems: Orderly dyn~m~ and frozen composer,  (S. A. Ks~q~) .  I0. A rout ts  stone 
for connect i~,m (J. D. Farmer). 11. Cencernlng the emergenoe of t~-medlsted loohehesd in cl~,sifior systems 
(J. H. Holland). 12. LearninE end bucket br~ade dy~ics  in classifier systems (IV[. Com r~Ani, D. M ~  and 
R. Serfs). 13. l~,m,~ent behavior in ~ systems (S. Forrest and J. H. Miller). 14. Co-evo]vlng pars~tes 
improve airmd~ted evolution as an opthnlz~tion procedure (W. D. HUrls). 15. Comlmtor symblosls--emergence 
of symbiotic behavior through evolution (T. Ike~uni and K. Kane]w). 16. Using genetic search to exploit the 
emergent beh~vinr of neural networks (J. D. Soh~er, R. A. Carmma nd L. J. Eshe]msn). 17. Perceptron redux: 
Emergence of stracture (S. W. Wilson). 18. An energy function for spechd/~tion (W. B ~n~h,J and H. Hsk~n). 
19. A stochastic version of the delt~ rule (S. J. Hanson). 20. Synchronous or asynchronous paral/el d~mlcs .  
Which is more efficient? (I. Kanter). 21. On the nature of explanation: A PDP approach (P. M. Chnrch]and). 
22. Parallel ~;,m,l~;ed mmeallng techn;ques (D. It. Greening). 23. Geometric learn;hE ~lgor~thm~ (S. M. Oino- 
hundro). 24. The emergence ofundersta~d;n~ in a computer model of concepts and ~mdosy-msklns (M. Mitchell 
and D. R. Hofstadter). 25. The symbol ~u~;n~ problem (S. I-lamad). 26. Selectionist models of pe~-ptual 
and motor syete~s and impllca~ious for functlonAliet theories of brain function (G. N. Reohe, 3r. and O. Spm'ns). 
27. Bifurcation and category lemming le~-nin~ in network models of oscillating cortex 03. Baird). 28. Nc~-]ine~ 
dynamical system theory and primary visual cortical procemlng (R. M. Siegel). 29. A dynamical system view 
of cerebellar function (J. D. Kesler). 30. Neuromagnetic studies of hn,~n vision: Noninvmive char~-terkagizm 
of functional neural architecture (J. S. George, C. J. Aine and E. R. Flynn). 31. Computational cozmecti,m|~m 
within neurons: A model of cytcekeJetal utomata subsm~ing neural networks (S. lq~wmMen, H. Kammpurwala~ 
R. Vaidyan~th, K. S. Jeusen and S. Hameroff). 
I~lormation D~#amic:. Edited by Harald Atmmmpach~ and Herbert Scheingraber. Plenum Press, New York 
and London. (1991). 364 pagm. $95.00. 
Contents: 
1. Measures and principles of uncertainty and information: Recent developments (George J. Klir). 2. Infor- 
mation and complexity measures in dynAmlCal systems (Peter Grassberger). 3 Recurdve symbolic encodln~ and 
h e ~  description of complex systems (Pcemo Badii, Marco Finardl, and Girosio Bro~i). 4. P, econstruct~ 
language hierarchies (James P. Crutchfleld). 5. A theory of state space reconstruction i  the presence of noise 
(Martin Ca~l~,  Steph~m Eubank, J. Doyne Farmer, And John Gibson). 6. Applied chaos: Qmmtffying complex 
systems (Leonard A. Smith). 7. Mode]llng fractals and turbulence (Mogens Jensen). S. Ohaotic dst~ and model 
buildin~ (Andrew M. Fraser). 9. Csus~ty and hdorn~tien flow (Seth Lloyd). I0. Some rmnarks on the problem 
of repeatabmty of experiments d~,d~,,~ with complex systems (Walter v. Locadsu). 11. Non-boolmm logic of the 
theory of evolutionary science (Franz R. Krueger). 12. Chaos and inform4~ion process: Multifractal sttracton 
mediatlng perception and cognition (John S. Nicolls). 13. Reconstructing complexity: Information dynamics in 
acoustic perception (Manf~,d Eu]er). 14. Measurlng cccrelstions in energy landscapes and why it matters (-Ed- 
ward D. Weinberger). 15. Aspects of informstion processing: Informstlon flow in s~ ic  computers (Hermann 
Hahn). 16. The q,,~m.um echanical computer (Arnold P, oeeobinm). 17. Complementarity of structure and dy- 
munics (Harald A ~ ) .  18. hdorm~on and dynsmical systems (I~-~nl- E. Antoniou). 19. On Bo l t ,~  
entropy and coarse-grainlng for~-lau|c2d dynsmica/systems (M urice Courba~e). 20. ~or i thmic  information con- 
tent, C ]mrch-~ thesis, ph~,sical entropy, and M~we]]'s d~mo~ n (Wojc/ech H. Zurek). 21. The entropy creation 
necessary to perform a measurement and to reset it (Th~,o Muller). 22. information theoretical spects of qusn- 
turn mechanical entropy (Alfred Wehrl). 23. Dyn~=~ical entropy for infinite quantum systems (Tb~m~ Hurlers). 
24. Quantum chaos in open systems (Thomas Dittrlch and Robert Graham). 25. A dynamics] system spproach 
to qmm~um echanics with ~ time (Christian Beck). 26. Do q,z-mtum psrtlclm travel in real space time? 
(Jean Pierre Visier). 27. What happens during a quantmn transition? (C~ristopher Dewdney and Ma/M~/Lain). 
28. Epilogue: dmdltles, context, and meAnln~ (Hsrald Ammuspacher and Edward D. Weinberger). 
Madc-U: Minds. A Co:strwcti~itt A:#rosc~ to Ar~fflciai l:telliaence. By Gary L. Drescher. ~ Press, Cam- 
bridge, MA --,d L~aden, E~ls~.  (1~1). 22O p.~..  $27.50. 
Contents: 
L Co~tructivist AI. I. In t rod~ and overview. 2. Synopm ~ Piqeti~n development. IL The 
mechsnis~ 3. R e p ~  elem~ts: Structure and uJe. 4. Construction and mvi~en. 5. Architecture. 
III. Pedormsnee and speculations. 6. Synopsis d schems mechanism pedore~a~e. 7 Extrspolstlam: Vktusl 
structures, mechanisms. 8 NonnA~ve induction. IV. Aplraisal. 9. Comparisons. 10. Conclusions. 
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Do tke Riakt Thiua. Stsdie* in Limited Rationalitw. By Stuart Russell and Eric Wofald. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA and London, EnglaucL (1991). 200 pages. $27.50. 
Contents: 
I. Limited ratir,n,dity. 1. Introduction to artificial intelligence. 2.Agents, arddtecturce and programs. 3. Prob- 
lems with traditi~,d approaches to agent design. 4. Bounded optimality. 5. Historical lutckground. 6. Adfieving 
botmded optimality. 7. Sn~,~y.  II. Metarea~,,b,~ architectures. 1. Introduction. 2. Metm-eas~b,~. 3  Ex- 
ecution architectures. 4 Metalevel execution architectures. 5. The basis of metalevel knowledge. IIL Rational 
metareasoning. 1. Introduction. 2. Models of deliberation. 3. External analysis of metalevel decisions. 4. Systems 
using utility estimates. 5. The concrete level. 6. Snmmary. IV. Application to game-playing. 1. Introduction. 
2. The standard model of game-playing. 3 Subtree independence. 4. Controlling searr.J~ by node expmmlon. 5. Im- 
plementation of MGSS. 6. Controllin~ individual successor generation. 7. Implementation f MGSS2. 8. Clu~ 
and backgammon. 9 Related work. V. Application to problem-solvlng search. 1. Search problems. 2. The RTA 
family of &]gorithms. 3. The DTA algorithm. 4. Performance of DTA. VI. Learning the value of computation. 
1. Introduction. 2. Incremental learrtin~ of the effects of computations. 3. Increme~ltal learnin~ of the value of 
computation. VII. Towards limited rational agents. 1. Problem-solving and pI,mnln~ systmns. 2. Composing 
real-time systems. 3. Provably optimal systems. 4. Conclusion. 
Neuronal Networka of the Hippocampus. By Roger D. Traub and Richard Miles. Cambridge University Press, 
CAmbridge, ~n~land and New York, NY. (1991). 281 pages. $39.50. 
Contents: 
1. The hippocampus in context. 2. Physiology of ~in~ie neurons: Voltage- and ligand-gated ionic channels. 
3. Synaptic function and or~j~mi~tion f the CA3 region. 4. The aln~le-cell model. 5. Model of the CA3 network. 
6. Collective behaviors of the CA3 network: Experiment and model. 7. Collective behaviors of the CA3 net- 
work: Spontaneous o ciKations and synchronized synaptic potentials. 8. Field effects. 9. Theoretical pprosu-hes: 
Mathematical neural networks. Appendix. Percolation theory. 
Discrete Mathematics for Computer Scientists. By J. K. Truss. Addison-Wesley Publish;n~ Company, ReJ~4in~, 
MA. (1991). 565 pages. $49.50. 
Contents: 
1. The natural numbers. 2. Sets, relations, and functions. 3. AlgebrAic topics. 4. Combinatorlcs. 5.Partially 
ordered structures. 6. Logic. 7. Graph~. 8. Formal mw-hi~es. 9. Analysis of algorlthm~ and complex theory. 
10. Coding theory. Answers to selected exercises. 
ADA Concurrent Programming. By Narain Gehani. Silicon Press, Summit, NJ. (1991). 216 pages. $30.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Tasking facilities. 3. Task types. 4. Exceptions and tMkin s. 5. Device drivers. 
6. ]~al-time progrm~nmir,~. 7. Some issues hi concun-ent programming. 8 More examples. 9. Concluding r~nutrks. 
Appendix A. Task interaction: A historical perspective. Appendix B. Sequential programming in Ada---a synopsis. 
Annotated bibliography. 
